We show that over a local field, Lusin area functions and nontangential maximal functions of a regular function are equivalent in the L p "norm" for 0 < p < oo. As a consequence, we have that "nice" singular integral transforms preserve ϋZ^-spaces for 0 < p < oo.
1* By a local field, we mean a locally compact, nondiscrete, totally disconnected, (complete) field. Various aspects of harmonic analysis on local fields have been studied. A list of references can be found in [4] . We also refer to [4] for notation and preliminaries.
Let if be a fixed local field with the ring of integers £?. &\& = GF(q) where & is the maximal ideal in & and q is a prime power.
For keZ, let ^~k = {xe if: \x\ £ q k ), {έ? = ^°). ^*r* = V + ^~h are spheres. The Haar measure on K has been normalized so that |<^| = \ dx = 1 and |^V| = q k for all k. The theory of regular functions which are the local field analogue of harmonic functions is studied in [10] and [4] . In particular, distributions on K have been identified with regular functions on if x Z and the regularization kernel R k (x) = q~kΦ-k {x) y where Φ_ fe is the characteristic function of~k , serves as the Poisson kernel.
For a nonnegative integer ί and ^e
The Lusin area function of / with respect to Γ t is given by where the sum runs over distinct (&* x~~k9 
The nontangential maximal function of / with respect to Γ t is given by
Let us suppose that f(χ, k) -> 0 as fc -• oo for each x e if. Let \\f\\ p = sup^ ||/(-, fe)|| p for 0 < p < oo. It is shown in [10] that for 1 < p < oo, (1) 4,11/11,^ \\Sf\\ p^Bp \\f\\ p with constants A p ,B p >0.
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It is easy to see that f or 1 < p < oo (2) ll/l|p^l|/*l|p^C p ||/|| p with constant C p >0.
In other words, i.e., the above sets are equal except possibly for a set of measure 0. Our main objective is to show that \\S^f\\ p^\ \m^f\\ p for 0 < p < oo .
As a consequence, we show that "nice" singular integral transforms preserve IP-space (0 < p < oo) which is the space of distributions whose maximal function are in L p . The last result is the main contribution of [5] .
The euclidean version of the main theorem can be found in [2] (see also [7] ); its martingale version about Sf and /* is proved in [1] . Our work has been motivated by these results. In Appendix we shall discuss briefly how our argument can be applied to certain martingales. REMARK 1. The equivalence in L p "norm" is interpreted in the obvious way, i.e., if one side is finite, so is the other and is bounded by a constant multiple of the former one. The restriction that f{x, k) -• 0 as k -> oo is needed only for the first inequality of (1) and \\m^f\\ p <ίA p \\S^f\\ p .
REMARK 2. A trivial modification gives us the same result for K n , the ^-dimensional vector space over K. The "Φ-inequalities" of Burkholder-Gundy [1] [2] for S {1) and m {h) could also be proved.
2. We first show that ||/*|| p ^ ||m (Z) /|| p for 0 < p < oo.
Hence ^~h c {/* > λ} and z e ^- (k+l) . Therefore |{m">/>λ}|^ϊΊί/*>M|.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and the following identity: Proof. By (5), it suffices to show the following estimate:
Vt\{Sf >t}\dt for λ>0.
Jo
For a fixed λ > 0, let
Hence 5»flr(aj) ^ λ and Sg(x) ^ S/(x) for all x. Moreover, for α? e {σ= -oo} c {Sf ^ λ}, we have flf*(a?) = /*(α?) and Sfflr(α?) = Sf(x). On the other hand, suppose σ(x) = n > -oo. Then there exists 2 6 -c+i) suc h that SJ{z) > λ. Hence {μ = -oo} = {m α> / ^ λ} and for μ(s) = -oo, we have g{x, k) = /(x, fc) if α G ^r (fc+Z) 
or (x, h) e Γ t (z).
Thus on {z: μ(z) = -S (Z) /(^) and m (l) flr ( 
If / e L p (K) y 1 <: p < oo, then this is just a sort of singular integral transform as been studied in [8] We show here how this result can be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 2.
Proof. For a fixed ke Z and xe K,
For each meZ, let ε* M , i-1, 2, •••,(? -l)g*~S be coset representatives of ,^»-< -*+« in {ί: |ί| = <r +1 }. Then for any fixed z. Hence from (7) [1] proved that for a large class of martingales, (8) \\Sf\\,~\\f*\\, for 0<p<oo
However examples (in [1] ) show that (9) IIS (I) /llp^l|m ίA) /l|p for 0 < p < fails to hold. Nevertheless by a slight modification of the previous argument, we can show that this is true for martingales relative to a regular stochastic basis (after Chow [6] ). Indeed, the crucial part of the proof is to consider the following stopping time:
μ(x) = m£{n:E(\f n+ι \\j* n )<\} (λ > 0) .
Together with the regularity of the stochastic basis and (8), we get (9) by a similar argument as before. We remark that our argument gives a simplified proof of (8) for martingales relative to a regular stochastic basis. Also the argument used in Lemma 5 similar to the one in [3] provides a new proof of that ||«/II,2*C P ||/H, for p>2
is the conditioned square function of the martingale / (relative to any stochastic basis).
